Where the telescope ends the microscope begins, and who can say which has the wider vision? -Victor Hugo in Les Miserables
Viewed through the microscope, histology has a wide field of vision; but it is a vision that is seemingly immutable. However, if the latter is true, books on the subject ought to have an exaggerated shelf life. Hence, what justification exists for a new edition of Histology for Pathologists?
The answer to this question, especially for those who possess either of the 2 earlier editions, lies in the Preface to the new opus: ''ygreatly revised and completely reorganized.'' Despite the aforementioned claim in the Preface, the changes in this edition are fairly evolutionary, and hardly revolutionary. There is a new editor: Mills has seamlessly supplanted Sternberg. There is a subtle change in emphasis: normal histology is in slightly greater detail. There are some new authors among the nearly 100, mainly North American, contributors. Other changes, including those in layout, are mainly gratuitous.
This rather stocky book (nearly 2 kg, with 1272 pages) is divided into 48 chapters. Almost every organ has been granted a chapter of its own. Histologically thorny adipocyte lesions, appropriately enough, take up more than one-half of the chapter on adipose tissue. There is a chapter on the myofibroblast (but on no other cell type of the connective tissues). Apoptosis, no longer so avant-garde, has lost its own chapter. All chapters are relatively short, except the one on the kidney-which is bestowed nearly 70 pages, more than 100 illustrations and close to 600 references. Unfortunately, there is somewhat disproportionate coverage of organs-rather inexplicably histology of the teeth gets less than 3 pages, whereas that of the nail is granted nearly 30 pages. The male breast, perchance owing to its rather rudimentary nature gets short shrift: 6 lines!
The book does succeed in outlining and illustrating basic human histology; however, the authors do not always succeed in making the histology relevant in practical terms. Some structures are not clearly outlined (eg, the nebulous entity of the prostatic ''capsule'' would have benefited from additional illustrations or diagrams), some definitions are convoluted (eg, ''nesidioblastosis is a descriptor of the morphologic findings accompanying functional disorders of b cells associated with hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia in the absence of an insulinoma''), some entities are not sufficiently demarcated (eg, diffuse intrapulmonary neuroendocrine cell hyperplasia vs. tumorlet), some important histologic variants are missing altogether (eg, nevus cell rests in lymph nodes), and the index seems to be incomplete (eg, neither TTF-1 nor WT-1 is listed).
Histology for Pathologists provides necessary, and nuanced, access to basic histology principles. Unfortunately, the book does not completely fulfill the promise of its title. Perhaps the microscope does encompass a histologic and pathologic panorama wider than can be collaged between the covers of any textbook.
